Halal Certificate

We “Total Quality Halal Correct Certification” hereby declare, that the below mentioned products have been produced according to the Islamic Rites and certified by the rules of Halal Correct Certification.

HC0375103759-BDF2018

BDF NATURAL INGREDIENTS, S.L.
Carrer Cuirol 8, Poligon Industrial Pla de l'Illa, 17242 Quart - GIRONA (SPAIN)
Carrer Pic de Peguera 11, Lab A.0.01, 17003 GIRONA (SPAIN)
are Halal; prepared by the rules of Halal Correct Certification®

Product: PROBIND TXo SERIES
PROBIND TX SERIES
PROBIND CH SERIES
PROBIND IR SERIES
PROBIND DP SERIES
PROBIND TXDo SERIES
PROBIND FG SERIES
PROBIND FB SERIES
PROBIND MB SERIES
PROBIND TP SERIES
PROBIND TXA SERIES
PROBIND TXD SERIES
PROBIND YG SERIES

Issued: 16 April 2018

Valid until: 15 April 2019

المجلس الشرعي للبحث والإفتاء
Chairman of the Aboard for Islamic Fatwa and Research
Mr. Imam Galal Ali Amer

ال啶ة الخاصة بالتدقيق والمراقبة
Chairman of the Foundation
Halal Correct Certification (TQHCC)
Mr. Abdulfattah Ali-Salah

It is not allowed to use this Halal certification by shops/restaurants without permission of Halal Correct.